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[This is your secret book. This information can be useful, but don't let it fall into the wrong hands!]

You work for Mahan Cole as a smuggler, for a meager part of the profits. 
You are considering leaving the smuggling business behind for something new, something you can choose.

Great, now this get-together has turned into a murder investigation. Mahan seems committed to finishing the job but now
you are not so sure. It just feels like everything keeps being decided for you, where you live, who you work for, and
where you go. It’s always one more job and now, you are thinking about leaving this world for new ones. Tonight might
be a good opportunity to put some feelers out there. 

Harp and Parsons used to be on the same crew on the ship The Revolver. You wonder what happened
between them–it’s clear there is a rift. 
Alio Radcliffe was Kaelen’s former partner. Maybe they would be open to another one. 
Vash Heaton told you they were recently in the Frontier Brigade, but their RIOT droid is an older model. This
particular model hasn’t been issued any time recently.
Harlo Korwin also used to work on The Revolver.

What you do with this is up to you:

Find out who murdered Kaelen. Mostly so you can stay away from them. 
Investigate other types of job opportunities. Someone might be looking for an extra crew member or a partner. 

Work to accomplish these goals throughout the night:

Keep This Secret

Dayne Adler

Your Objectives Tonight

Information You Know
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After the murder, characters receive their
goals and objectives for the rest of the

party

Every character is keeping a secret of their own

Objectives help guide each player during the party

Information and clues can be used by the player to solve
the murder and work with other players


